In heterogeneous cellular scenarios with macrocells, femtocells or picocells users may suffer from significant co-channel cross-tier interference. To manage this interference 3GPP introduced almost blank subframe (ABSF), a subframe in which the interferer tier is not allowed to transmit data. Vulnerable users thus get a chance to be scheduled in ABSFs with reduced cross-tier interference. We analyze downlink scenarios using stochastic geometry and formulate a condition for the required number of ABSFs based on base station placement statistics and user throughput requirement. The result is a semi-analytical formula that serves as a good initial estimate and offers an easy way to analyze impact of network parameters. We show that while in macro/femto scenario the residue ABSF interference can be well managed, in macro/pico scenario it affects the number of required ABSFs strongly. The effect of ABSFs is subsequently demonstrated via user throughput simulations. Especially in the macro/pico scenario, we find that using ABSFs is advantageous for the system since victim users no longer suffer from poor performance for the price of relatively small drop in higher throughput percentiles.
I. INTRODUCTION
Almost blank subframes (ABSFs) are part of Enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (eICIC) framework [1] that the 3GPP members have proposed [2] as means to combat excessive co-channel cross-tier interference in heterogeneous network (HetNet) scenarios. HetNet scenarios are generally cellular network scenarios that cover different types of low-power nodes, such as base stations (BSs), relays or remote radio heads, as underlay to the traditional macrocell tier. HetNet scenarios that are specifically targeted to benefit from ABSFs are combinations of macrocells with closed access femtocells (macro/femto) and macrocells with open access picocells (macro/pico) [3] .
Femto base station (FBS), also called Home eNodeB (HeNB), is a low-power BS that is deployable by the end user and connects to the core network of a cellular operator by means of wired broadband connection. In the eyes of the operator this is a win-win situation as the users (femto user equipments, FUEs) benefit from higher connection throughput while the use of commonly available wired broadband (such as e.g. digital subscriber line) decreases costs of expanding network infrastructure. In a closed access femtocell only selected users have access to the FBS services, creating thus a closed subscriber group (CSG). A drawback of this is that a non-member macro UE (MUE) that is located close to a closed access FBS can suffer from excessive interference. Proposed (non-ABSF) solutions for downlink interference management in OFDMA femtocells include for example FBS power control [4] , frequency partitioning [5] , [6] , precoding [7] , cognitive radio approach [8] and augmentation of scheduling algorithms [9] .
Pico base station (PBS) is practically a normal base station with lower transmit power and therefore smaller coverage region. The point of PBS deployment lies not in covering areas where macro tier signal is too low, but in augmenting the macro tier in areas where the concentration of MUEs is too high to be efficiently served by a macro base station (MBS).
For such augmentation to be successful it has been shown (see [10] for the first suggestion) that even UEs that have somehow stronger signal from the closest MBS should be allowed to associate to a PBS, thus leading to a so-called cell range expansion (CRE) concept. Hence, more UEs will associate with PBSs, leading to more efficient frequency reuse and desirable traffic offloading from the macro tier. However, as the CRE description already suggests, some pico UEs (PUEs) see strong interference from the macro tier. Proposed (non-ABSF) solutions for downlink interference management in the macro/pico scenario include interference cancellation August 12, 2013 DRAFT [11] , frequency partitioning [12] and MBS power control [13] .
The ABSF concept is based on blanking some subframes of the interferer tier and scheduling the especially vulnerable UEs in these subframes. The vulnerable users thus get part of radio resources where cross-tier interference is lower. The ABSFs are called almost blank because not all resource elements are allowed to be blanked -the cell-specific reference symbols (CRS) that are used for radio resource management (RRM) measurements and channel estimation have to remain present. The strong interference in CRS resource elements is a separate issue and was suggested to be tackled by interference cancellation (see [14] or [15] also for other control channel challenges), but such considerations are out of scope of this work. Alternatively to ABSF, the BS can configure an empty MBSFN (Multicast-Broadcast Single Frequency Network)
subframe, but its use is more constrained, therefore, our focus will be on the ABSF. Compared to other mentioned interference management solutions, the ABSF concept is simple enough to be incorporated into often technically entangled 3GPP specifications and at the same time it has found rather wide acceptance among the standardization partners.
The interferer tier in the macro/femto scenario is the femto tier, while in the macro/pico scenario it is the macro tier. In case there are both FBSs and PBSs within MBS coverage, there might be need for ABSFs in femto tier as well as in macro tier. As the (significant) cross-tier interference can come from multiple BSs, the amount and position of ABSFs has to be coordinated within the network. Indeed, the organization of ABSFs is planned as a part of self organizing network (SON) concept [16] . In our work we will propose how the number of ABSFs for downlink interference management can be set globally based on BS placement statistics. Such relationship can then serve as an initial estimate or as a backup solution when the distributed coordination does not serve its purpose. We will derive the necessary number of ABSFs for macro/femto and macro/pico scenarios separately and, if needed, the results can be easily combined.
To our best knowledge the question of deriving the number of necessary ABSFs has not been addressed before this work. Besides the mentioned concept research [3] , [15] the work is quite sparse. For the macro/femto scenario, some simulation results of using ABSFs have been published in [17] and [18] . In [19] the authors introduce a coordination framework for ABSFs, including channel quality indication (CQI) processing, and suggest control messages that are needed for such operation. Simulated performance of the macro/pico scenario has been shown in [20] , while [21] presents also analytical insight into the topic. During the second round of the August 12, 2013 DRAFT review process of our work, a solid article on the topic has become available [22] . The authors use similar model as we do and derive a rate coverage of the system. They do not however consider residue interference in the ABSF.
We address the problem by setting the number of ABSFs globally using tools from stochastic geometry [23] , [24] . Base stations and users are modeled as 2D stochastic processes and spatial relation between a user and its closest interferer is leveraged to define victim users, i.e., users that require interference management. Parametrization of the stochastic models and properties of the victim users are then used to formulate the number of necessary ABSFs. We thus give a semiclosed form connection between the stochastic intensity and other parameters and the minimum number of subframes that can be quickly used to determine the fraction of radio resources needed for interference management. Subsequently, we analyze dependence on individual model parameters, the most important result from which is that in macro/pico scenario the residue ABSF interference has a strong effect on the required number of ABSFs. Finally, we demonstrate the effect of derived number of ABSFs on user throughput via simulations. The results show moderate performance gain for victim users in macro/femto scenario, but in macro/pico scenario the improvement is substantial.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces the stochastic geometry-based system model and defines victim UEs. In Section III we derive the success probability of victim UEs, i.e., probability that signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is higher than a predefined threshold. In Section IV we use the success probability to set condition for the necessary number of ABSFs. In Section V we evaluate the effect of ABSFs by means of Monte Carlo simulations. Section VI concludes the paper. Most of the sections are divided into two parts, one for macro/femto scenario and one for macro/pico scenario.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this work we model BS and UE placements as homogeneous Poisson point processes (PPP).
In [25] it has been shown that the random BS placement produces a good lower bound for SINR distribution, a regular grid BS deployment gives an upper bound, and the actual truth lies somewhere in between. In [26] the authors have taken two samples of real world BS placements and shown that PPP is not actually a good model for them, because it lacks interaction between points. Nevertheless, the use of PPP model is prevalent (see e.g. [27] for heterogeneous networks)
as it offers a rare analytical insight into a larger scale network.
August 12, 2013 DRAFT Radio channel conditions are modeled by a combination of distance dependent path loss H(r) = r −α , where α is path loss exponent, and fast Rayleigh fading with exponential power distribution h ∼ exp (1) . For the sake of tractability we consider two general simplifications.
Firstly, we do not model shadow fading. Although it is possible to include shadow fading in initial model equations, a considerable degree of tractability is lost (see [25] and [28] ). Secondly, the residue ABSF interference is considered white. In reality, the victim receiver would see full interference on resource elements where the interferer transmits CRS, and some leakage on other resource elements. However, considering that the CRS position varies between cells and all data is subject to scrambling, the white interference model is not extremely far-fetched.
We note here that although 3GPP specifications and state of the art research work offer quite a few techniques that could supplement the use of ABSF for cross-tier interference management, the scope of this study and structure of the system model does not allow us to consider them.
We assume a single antenna transceiver at both BS and UE, hence multi-antenna techniques are not considered. Coordinated multi-point transmission and advanced receiver processing are also out of our scope.
A. Macro/femto scenario
In the first scenario we have an overlay macrocell PPP [27] , an MUE is associated to a PBS if the distance to the closest PBS r P is smaller than k 1 r M , where r M is the distance to the closest MBS. In case there is no PBS within k 1 r M distance, the MUE is associated to the closest MBS.
The k 1 coefficient takes into account differences in MBS and PBS transmission powers P M and P P , respectively, and the association bias κ. Unlike [31] that tries to find a framework for κ optimization, we keep the value constant and analyze its effect on the required number of ABSFs. Path loss exponent on MBS-UE links is α M , on PBS-UE links it is α P . The MBS and
PBS load values are denoted as φ M and φ P , respectively.
The dominant interferers to a PUE are MBSs that fulfill r P > k 2 r M , where r P is distance between PUE and the associated PBS, k 2 is the DI-defining coefficient and r M is distance to August 12, 2013 DRAFT given MBS. With positive association bias we have k 1 > k 2 . Victim PUEs are PUEs that have one or more DIs. They are thus identified by a pair of inequalities k 2 r M < r P < k 1 r M . Presence of DIs (or victim status) are reported from PUE to PBS, which can then use the knowledge to request ABSFs from the macro tier. The k 2 coefficient has the same meaning as k in macro/femto scenario and can as well be used to address the issue of multiple DIs.
III. SUCCESS PROBABILITY
In this section we derive success probabilities of victim MUEs and PUEs in our scenarios, which we then use in Section IV to set the necessary number of ABSFs. We use the name success probability as in [27] , i.e., a probability that UE has a signal-to-interference-ratio (SIR) higher than an outage threshold. SIR is used in this work to approximate signal-to-interference-plusnoise-ratio (SINR), as we are modeling interference limited networks. The success probability represents a CCDF of SIR. While for arbitrary located UEs equivalent result have been presented e.g. in [32] , [33] and [34] , conditioning on presence of dominant interferers has to our best knowledge not been done before.
A. Macro/femto scenario
Signal-to-interference-ratio at a victim MUE on single resource block is given by formula
where h denotes fast fading power gain, I M denotes sum interference power from the macro tier (all MBSs except associated one), I DI denotes sum interference power from DIs, I F denotes sum interference power from non-DI FBSs and ρ A denotes residue ABSF interference. Results in this section are derived for ABSF, for NSF one would simply omit ρ A . Success probability is defined as
where γ 0 represents the outage threshold.
To increase clarity and give insight on how the work has progressed we first derive success probability in case of full load and single DI present. After that, we generalize it for arbitrary load values and one or more DIs present.
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1) A single dominant interferer: Probability that the number of FBS DIs N (F)
DI around a randomly chosen MUE equals one is given from the definition of PPP as
By averaging over r M we get
CDF of r M conditioned on 1 FBS within kr M is then
By differentiation we get a PDF
The success probability of a victim MUE is
The reader may notice that on RHS of (13) we have omitted the condition N (F) DI = 1. This is purely for space purposes and we will repeat it a few times throughout the paper. The inner probability from (13) can be found as
The first and the last terms in (17) have been derived in [25] and are given by
and
where
For averaging the dominant interference term in (17) we exploit the Laplace transform of exponential function as given here
where h DI and r DI are are fast fading power and link distance between victim MUE and DI FBS, respectively, and
The PDF of r M (12) and interference terms (18) , (19) and (26) can now be plugged into (13) .
In case of single path loss exponent α M = α F = α the integration variable disappears from inside the ρ () and 2 F 1 () functions and we get a closed form solution
2) One or more dominant interferers: A probability that an MUE has one or more FBS dominant interferers within kr M distance is complementary to probability that there are no FBSs within that distance. Using the same approach as with the single DI we get the probability
and the PDF of distance from closest MBS
The success probability is again given by (30) and the inner probability by
The I M and I F terms generalized for arbitrary BS load values are given here:
To derive E I DI {} we will use E
DI is a random variable describing the number of FBS DIs within kr conditioned on presence of at least one. With full load we can get an exact expression 
DI . With a general load φ F , the expression does not hold. In that case we can use a good approximation
DI is the mean value of N (F)
DI given by
The interference terms can now be put into (30) to calculate the success probability. Unlike (27) , the integral in (30) cannot be simplified into a more digestible form even with single path loss exponent and has to be evaluated numerically.
B. Macro/pico scenario
In the second scenario, the downlink signal-to-interference-ratio at a victim PUE is defined as
where I P is sum interference power from the pico tier (all PBSs except associated one), I DI is sum interference power from dominant MBS interferers and I M is sum interference power from all other MBS interferers. In the rest of the subsection we will state the most important results for the success probability. Derivation follows the same logic as in the first scenario.
The probability that a UE is actually a victim PUE is
and the PDF of r P of a victim PUE
The success probability is given by integral
with the inner probability
The non-dominant interference terms E I P and E I M are given here:
Fully loaded dominant interference term can by calculated using
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DI is the average number of MBS DIs calculated as
Like in the first scenario, even with single path loss exponent the final integral (45) can be evaluated only numerically.
IV. NUMBER OF ABSFS
3GPP is introducing ABSFs to protect victim UEs. In both considered scenarios, victim UEs as we defined them are easily identified by presence of dominant interferers in the vicinity based on RSRP measurements. We can thus focus all our attention on the victim UEs and avoid a general and complicated sum rate optimization problem with a simplified one
where N S represents number of subframes in a frame, N A represents number of ABSFs in a frame, C NV stands for throughput of non-victim UEs, C V stands for victim UE throughput and C V,min stands for the minimum required victim UE throughput, a parameter of choice. We will not define C NV (N A ) more closely because any reasonable definition is a strictly decreasing function of N A . We thus turn even more attention to the victim UEs and define a greatly simplified
Now, the throughput of victim UEs depends on quite many things, from which the most important one is how the BS schedules the UEs, i.e., what is the scheduling algorithm and how are victim and non-victim UE transmissions placed in NSFs and ABSFs. In [17] it has been suggested that With these the average victim UE outage throughput is
V is average victim UE outage throughput in ABSFs, C
V is average victim UE outage throughput in NSFs and L and L V represent the number of all UEs and the number of victim UEs associated with the BS, respectively. Although L and L V are correlated, for our purposes the outage throughput C V can be very well approximated by considering them as independent.
We thus write
Now, assuming channel independence across resource blocks and using the success probabilities derived in Section III, we can approximate C
where N R is number of resource blocks, the Ω (A) and Ω (N) terms denote the average asymptotic proportion of resources that a victim UE is scheduled via the round robin principle in ABSF and NSF, respectively, and γ (A) and γ (N) denote SIR in ABSF and NSF, respectively. In place of the success probabilities we use the corresponding macro/femto and macro/pico derived terms we connect all the acquired results and construct a condition for the number of ABSFs as
August 12, 2013 DRAFT Femto BS intensity λF 12λM
Pico BS intensity λP 4λM
Macro UE intensity λMUE 20λM
Macro BS transmission power PM 43dBm
Femto BS transmission power PF 20dBm
Pico BS transmission power PP 30dBm
Macro BS load φM 1
Femto BS load φF 0.5
Pico BS load φP 0.8 MBS-UE path loss exponent αM 2.5
FBS-UE path loss exponent αF 3.5
PBS-UE path loss exponent αP 3
Macro/femto DI-defining k
Macro/pico association bias κ 7dB
Macro/pico association-defining k1
Macro/pico DI-defining k2
Outage threshold γ0 −5dB
Number of subframes NS 10
Number of resource blocks NR 25
Resource block bandwidth 180kHz
A. Macro/femto scenario
Before moving on to performance evaluation, we demonstrate precision of our outage throughput approximation and analyze dependence of the condition (59) on key parameters. Unless stated otherwise, parameters are at their reference values as shown in Table I . We consider these to be realistic values. Because α M = α F and α M = α P , we decided to use (α M +α F ) /2 and C V,min in macro/femto scenario is set to 40kbits/s.
In Fig. 1 we plot the approximation of outage throughput compared to simulated equivalent.
Macrocell path loss and minimum average outage throughput are changed from default values to α M = 3 and C V,min = 60kbits/s in order to increase simulation precision (for further discussion see Section V). Other parameters are at their default values as in Table I . The values of C V are plotted against definition of DI. The horizontal axis does not present k directly, but a ratio ε that puts into relation own received power and DI received power, i.e.,
The approximation can be considered very good, with deviations coming mostly from insufficient number of Monte Carlo samples. Within ε ∈ (−4dB, −3dB) and ε ∈ (2dB, 3dB) there is a step in the curve because for given values of k the number of required ABSFs according to our condition (59) changes.
Dependence of (59) on C V,min and λ MUE is intuitively clear and our results confirm it -the N A required grows approximately linearly with both of these values. Therefore, we save space and exclude those results. In Fig. 2 in the beginning and then becomes slightly saturated. In Fig. 3 we show dependence on ρ A , the residual FBS interference in ABSF. Here the dependence is low because FBS interference is strongly attenuated by larger path loss exponent α F . Finally in Fig. 4 we show dependence of N A required on the definition of dominant FBS interferer k via ε. With increasing ε the k coefficient is decreasing and less MUEs are considered being victim. Although this decreases the N A required, we are practically increasing the number of non-victim MUEs and therefore have to consider effect on their performance. We will come back to this in Section V.
B. Macro/pico scenario
Similarly to the previous subsection, we present dependence of N A on selected parameters. The reference parameter values are taken from Table I and the minimum average outage throughput C V,min is set to 100kbits/s.
In Fig. 5 we show the effect of λ P value on N A with other parameters at reference values. more BSs to connect to, therefore number of PUEs per PBS decreases and less ABSFs is needed.
In Fig. 6 we show dependence of N A on residue ABSF interference ρ A . While below ρ A = −15dB the residue interference seems manageable, higher values leads to dramatic increase in the N A requirement. The impact is much stronger than in macro/femto scenario. It is partly because of lower path loss exponent on MBS-UE links α M < α F and partly because of the vulnerability imposed by the association bias κ. Finally in Fig. 7 we present dependence of N A on κ. As intuitively expected, increasing κ results in MBS interferers being even closer to the victim PUE and thus the N A requirement increases.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section we demonstrate the effect of the derived number of ABSFs on UE throughput in Table I . Although we consider the model parameters realistic, the computational complexity of the simulations prevented us from using a simulated area size that would provide sufficient precision for α M = 2.5. However, rather than using unrealistic parameters we keep the area at manageable value and accept that the performance results in this section are a little on the optimistic side. As a measure of performance we collect aggregate throughput of each MUE/PUE and then evaluate the results in form of UE throughput CDF.
A. Macro/femto scenario
The minimum average outage throughput in macro/femto scenario is set to 40kbits/s. In Looking at the victim MUE curves we can observe that in given macro/femto scenario the effect of ABSFs is rather moderate. Without them, around 70% of victim MUEs have lower throughput than C V,min . With ABSFs, approximately 50% have higher throughput than C V,min .
With proportionally fair scheduler the throughput values are higher and effect of ABSFs weaker.
The large difference between our round robin based requirement and the proportionally fair performance suggests that our research should be expanded by considering advanced scheduling during the ABSF planning phase. The effect of ABSFs on purely non-victim MUEs is not shown, as those obviously lose 30% of available resources. In Fig. 9 we show throughput CDFs of all MUEs combined. The rather small improvement of victim MUE performance seems to be in overall statistics completely overshadowed by the effect of resource restrictions for non-victim users. From the system perspective these findings suggest that rather than blocking femto layer users and non-victim MUEs from a fraction of resources, the MUEs that suffer from strong FBS interference should be treated in an individual manner.
In Fig. 10 we present impact of the DI-defining coefficient k to MUE throughput via the same ε factor as in Subsection IV-A. Because differences in CDF curves are too small to notice with eyes, we put measured mean throughput on the y-axis. In an interval with the same number of ABSFs increasing value of ε leads to less victim and more non-victim MUEs per MBS, therefore victim MUE mean throughput is increasing, while non-victim MUE throughput is decreasing.
August 12, 2013 DRAFT For our parameters a good point of operation is with ε ∈ (2dB, 3dB), where the number of ABSFs is lower than around ε = −2dB and the mean victim and non-victim MUE throughputs are relatively close to each other.
To justify the simplification of optimization problem (53) into (54) we present in Table II mean outage throughput of victim MUEs and mean throughput of non-victim MUEs for different numbers of ABSFs N A . Mean throughput of non-victim MUEs is a clearly decreasing function of ABSFs, the simplification is thus well justified. Although the table shows that 2 ABSFs would suffice to fulfill C V,min = 40kbps requirement, this is because our simulation area is not large enough as mentioned at the beginning of this section.
B. Macro/pico scenario
In the second scenario we set the C V,min value to 100kbits/s. In Fig. 11 we present throughput
CDFs of victim PUEs with the same round robin and proportionally fair scheduling algorithms.
As before, victim PUEs are scheduled in both ABSFs and NSFs, while non-victim PUEs have access only to NSFs. Without ABSFs, the victim PUEs experience very bad performance.
Strong cross-layer interference (with α M < α P ) with association bias κ on the top leads to balanced by relatively small performance decrease in the higher end of the curve.
A sharp reader looking at Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 
(60)
simulations show that in macro/femto scenario the performance gain when using ABSFs is rather moderate and the system may work better with a more individual treatment of high FBS interference. On the other hand, in the macro/pico scenario we can see that, especially due to the association bias, using ABSFs improves the performance of the system considerably.
The fraction of victim users in outage decreases from over 95% to 30% or even 10%, depending on the scheduling algorithm. Looking at all users in the macro/pico scenario, the small decrease in high throughput percentiles is more than balanced by substantial performance increase in the lower region.
APPENDIX DERIVATION OF ROUND ROBIN RESOURCE FRACTIONS
If a loaded BS governs L associated UEs and all UEs have uniform traffic requirements, each UE will asymptotically be scheduled in 1/L fraction of available resource blocks. We are August 12, 2013 DRAFT interested in expected value of this fraction for victim UEs. Using a clever approach from [35] we can write
where f A (x) is a PDF of an area where the given set of UEs can be located and C Ω and
C Ω are normalization constants. We denote the area PDF f A (x) as f m/p (x) for victim PUEs in macro/pico scenario. The normalization constant C Ω is needed because we are excluding cases with no UEs associated to BS, while C Ω takes also into account multiplying the PMF P {L = } with a weight factor and can be calculated from
. . .
In macro/femto scenario the PDF f (N ) m/f (x) can be obtained from the general approximation of a Poisson Voronoi cell area that has been found in [36] (and used in [35] ) by adding a condition that there is at least one victim MUE present. The general Voronoi area for our macro PPP is drawn from PDF (1 − P { L V = 0| S = u}) f S (u)du ∞ 0
(1 − P {L V = 0| S = u}) f S (x)dx (75)
where p (V) is a probability that a UE is a victim UE, i.e., in macro/femto scenario p
DI ≥ 1 from (28). After calculating the integrals in (76) and differentiating the CDF we get a result (60) with subterms:
The PDF f (A) m/f (x) of area where victim MUEs can be located is not trivial to find. The most sensible approach we came up with is transforming the unconditional Voronoi cell random variable using again the probability that MUE is a victim MUE, i.e., 
In macro/pico scenario the pdf of area of all UEs within a macrocell conditioned on presence of a victim PUE is
where p (V) m/p = P {k 2 r M < r P < k 1 r M } as in (43). For PUEs and victim PUEs we make a similar approximation as in (81) with addition of further multiplying the transformation coefficients with August 12, 2013 DRAFT the average number of PBSs within MBS coverage, resulting in 
The round robin fraction values Ω can be obtained in closed form for all cases. For macro/femto scenario we present them in (61) and (62) with subterms given here:
Formulas for f m/p serve as a good lower bound and ensure that the required number of ABSFs as given in Section IV will not be too low. 
